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Dear Silver Star Parent,
Congratulations on your daughter’s selection to the Tomball Memorial Silver
Star Drill Team. Her decision to audition for the Silver Stars shows her
interest in participating in a great tradition representing not only our school
but our community and beyond. It also shows her desire to be part of a
respected organization known for being a dedicated and loyal group.
There are so many events throughout the year that would not be successful
without each one of you. Your support is vital to their success and the girls
love having parents involved and sharing each new experience with them. I
would encourage all parents to join the Silver Stars Booster Club (SSBC) and
be an active participant.
The Silver Stars Booster Club (SSBC) is pleased to provide you with this Parent
Packet. It is full of helpful insights about being a parent of a drill team
member, and should help you and your family have an unforgettable year
with the Silver Stars Drill Team.
Our role as a parent booster organization is to support Mrs. Nail, each Silver
Star team member and each other. It is much more than raising funds, we
are an extension of the Silver Star family.
We hope that your experience with the Silver Stars and the SSBC will provide
priceless memories for you, your daughter, and your entire family. I am
excited and looking forward to a fabulous year getting to know each one of
your families, supporting our girls together and creating positive, fun
experiences for our Silver Stars!
On behalf of the SSBC board, I look forward to a great Silver Star season with
you ~ working side-by-side to make this a wonderful year for our girls!

Carrie Teague
President
TMHS Silver Star Booster Club
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At least once, if not repeatedly, every drill team parent utters the words, “If
I had known ahead of time…” This Parent Orientation Packet will hopefully
lessen the number of times you repeat that particular phrase. It is designed
to help your season as a Silver Star parent go smoothly with as few bumps as
possible.

What Does Being on
Drill Team Mean?
Being a Tomball Memorial Silver Star is a major commitment of time and
energy for your daughter. For parents, your part includes not only a financial
investment, but also an investment of time and energy. Amidst the craziness
of rehearsals and games you might wonder how it’s all going to come
together, but it’s really an exciting time for your daughter as she is
contributing to what will be a long standing tradition at TMHS. Being a part of
an organization such as this is worth the effort and the experience will be
exciting and memorable both of you but it will also be valuable and
important in the development of your daughter’s character. As with any
group, teamwork is a vital part of this organization. With a positive attitude,
patience, and hard work, the Silver Stars will attain the goals set
The first time you see your Silver Star on the field or the competition floor
you will be overcome with pride. This doesn’t go away after the first year it
is something that stays with you every season. These become so much more
than performances. Even in one season we witness them as they grow in
knowledge, skills, abilities and confidence.
Not only will your daughter learn how to dance in unison with others, but
they will learn a sense of teamwork, how to discipline themselves, gain selfconfidence, set goals, and so much more. They will have many opportunities
to experience things that will help them grow into a mature, confident young
lady.
More than once you will wonder, “How much more can we cram into one
week?!”
We strongly recommend that you take every opportunity to become a part of
this phase of your daughter’s life. Get involved...because the time spent
together as a member of the Silver Star family will be a lifetime of beautiful
memories that you will cherish forever.
The days may seem long, but these years…well...they are short.
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If You Read Nothing
Else, READ THIS!
This will explain what Drill Team is….and what it isn’t.
Organization
A Texas high school drill team is traditionally hierarchal in structure. There
are generally two types of officers on a drill team: Dance officers and Social
officers. The Dance officers are generally comprised of upperclassmen. In
the Silver Stars, the Dance officers can be comprised of a Captain, CoCaptains and Lieutenants. Dance officer responsibilities include but are not
limited to the following:
• Enforcing the Silver Star Constitution
• Managing the demerit system
• Choreographing dances
• Teaching and polishing routines
• Supervising team members and their knowledge of the dances
• Providing input for team policies and decisions
• Promoting good relationships among the team, the Director and other
organizations
Officers consist of Seniors and Juniors that have been a member of the Silver
Stars for at least one year.
Organizationally, the team is divided into Squads. Each Squad consists of all
level of dancers from all classifications. A Dance officer is in charge of an
assigned Squad.
Social officers, also generally comprised of upperclassmen, may hold the
positions of President, Vice-President, Secretary, Historian, Spirit Leader and
New Member Coordinator. The Social officers will be responsible for:
• Promoting the morale of the team
• Managing the merit system
• Planning social activities
• Publicizing team activities
• Promoting good relations between the team and other organizations.
What does this hierarchal structure mean for your dancer?
It is fairly simple. The freshmen members are the lowest ranking dancers in
the hierarchy, and seniors are the highest. Think of it as a quasi-military
organization…that dances and has fun! You might think of the freshman as
privates and the upperclassmen as officers. If It is your dancer’s first year on
drill team, she will need to “pay her dues”, so to speak, as a freshman. Her
job on the team is to work her hardest at becoming the best member of the
team she can be. She has to do the work that every other dancer on the
team does.
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All dancers, regardless of classification are expected to pitch in and help
when needed. This is NOT a “the freshmen do everything and the seniors do
nothing” team. However, do not be surprised if this is how the freshman
dancer perceives it to be. Assure her that if she stays with drill team for all
four years, she will have her turn at the top of the hierarchy.
A few other things that Drill Team is NOT:
•

It is NOT a hazing organization. This is something neither Mrs. Nail
nor the Tomball School District will tolerate.
• It is NOT a nanny state. Your dancer will have to learn to be
responsible for themselves and her gear. That means being on time,
having all of her gear, wearing the correct dance outfits, etc. Think
demerits if she doesn’t.

•

•

It is NOT run on a Consensus Management Model. Decisions are made
at the top and flow down through the organization.
Mrs. Nail
Officers
Squad
It is NOT impersonal. Your daughter will develop some of her best and
possibly life-long friends as a result of being on drill team. It truly is a
close-knit sisterhood.
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A Word About Try-Outs…
Every performance that the team executes will require that the dancers
try-out to perform. This includes all half-time shows at football games,
competition numbers and pep-rallys.
Here is the tough part. There may be girls that do not make the
performance. They will still dress out, and sit in the stands with the team,
but they will not be on the field/stage/court performing. Understandably,
this may be hard for a dancer to handle. Here is what we suggest if your
daughter is in this situation:
•

Explain to your dancer (and possibly yourself) that it is not the end of
the world. It is not a negative commentary on her as a person. It
simply means that her performance in that particular tryout was not
up to the standards necessary to perform that dance in the next
performance. There will be other performances and other try-outs.
She will still continue to practice with the team and improve her skills
in the routine.

•

Inspire your dancer to work harder. If this happens to your dancer,
make it a life lesson. Talk her through it. This is an opportunity for
your dancer to grow and improve.

•

The WORST thing you can do is to commiserate with your daughter.
Encourage your daughter to stay positive. Let her know that
negativity is counter-productive. Be compassionate. Hold her and
even cry with her. Above all, be encouraging and move your dancer
forward.

If your daughter did not make a performance, there is a reason for it. Ms.
Nail and the dance officers will provide constructive feedback as to what
your daughter needs to improve upon. Your daughter will have had that
reason explained to her. So IF this happens, love your dancer encourage her
to remain positive. There will be other dances as they improve.
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How Can She Do
Everything?
Try these “stress-minimizing” suggestions helpful in staying on top of grades,
rehearsals, performances, social and family events.
Help your daughter stay organized
Invest in a monthly planner or a planning app for their smart phone and
encourage her to write everything in that calendar such as school, dance
team and social obligations. For the first month or so, we strongly suggest
that you ask to review this calendar often, if not nightly. By doing this, you
will be helping your daughter develop strong organizational skills. This is a
one of the most important skills your dancer can develop that will help her
not only with drill team, but will help her throughout her high school
career.
Plus, as an added bonus, you will be up to date and won’t be surprised
about an event more than an hour before it happens!
Monthly Calendars
These calendars will serve as an invaluable resource of information that you
need including: rehearsal times, performance times, and social events.
There is a copy of this calendar on the Silver Stars website
(www.TMHSSILVERSTARS.net). We suggest that you update your
smartphone calendar and print a copy and put it on your fridge for easy
reference to stay up to date on upcoming events.
Time management
If your daughter doesn’t already budget her time wisely, this is the time to
begin instilling in her the importance of this life skill. For example, suggest
to your daughter that she take advantage of time in between school and
practice to knock out some of the shorter homework assignments. Her wise
management of time will become a major asset when things are the
busiest.
Encourage your daughter to keep up with her schoolwork and not get
behind in assignments
We say “encourage” but what we really mean is “insist” that
your daughter stay on top of her grades and on top of
assignments. Tutorials are one of the secret keys to
academic success. Have your dancer take advantage of
them as soon and as often as possible! If there is a potential
problem in a subject, tutorials can often help before her
grades slip below passing. When there is a borderline grade
situation, sometimes showing up for tutorials carries weight
with teachers. It shows the teacher that your daughter
cares about that subject. Remember, if a dancer receives a
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failing grade, she becomes ineligible to perform. This is a major
disappointment, especially at contest times, when she has put so much
time and energy into learning, practicing and polishing routines.
Tutorials are not just for potential problems. Get your dancer to
understand this!! Dancers with great grades can benefit greatly from
tutorials. In fact, tutorials can often make not only a difference between
passing and failing, but they can make a difference between an “A” and a
“B” in a class!
Consider having your dancer attend at least one tutorial a week.

When asked the question during scholarship interviews,
“What have you learned from being a member of the Silver Stars Drill Team
that you can use the rest of your life”?

The response can be...
“How to manage my time and make the most out of the time that I am
given.”
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Up and Down We Go!
Parade Magazine (November 2010) published an interesting if not eye-opening
article entitled “Inside the Teenage Brain”.
(http://www.parade.com/news/2010/11/28-inside-the-teenage-brain.html )
It might provide some answers to the question, “Who are you, and what have
you done with my daughter?”
Dealing with Moods
There has been a flourish of research in the past few years around the
development of the adolescent brain. "What's new is that the brain's anatomy
in the teen years is changing far more dynamically than we would ever have
guessed," said Dr. Jay Giedd, who directs the project as chief of brain
imaging at the Child Psychiatry Branch of the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, Md.
In other words, the "makeup" of the brain, the individual elements of the
brain, continue to evolve and become more efficient throughout the teenage
years, even into a person's 20s. The frontal lobes, and particularly the
prefrontal cortex, are one of the last areas of the brain to develop.
Researchers now believe that the prefrontal cortex -- responsible for things
like organizing plans and ideas, forming strategies, and controlling impulses -is not fully developed until the late 20s. These new findings help explain
mood swings and what might be accurately referred to as teenage stupidity.
In charting the brain's normal development through adolescence, scientists
discovered the brain's anatomy apparently keep on evolving far more than
ever thought, which may help explain why can teens act the way they do.
So what does all of this fancy new research do for us? In short, it can give us
some comfort to understand that it is not just “hormones”. There is an
actual physiological reason why our teens seem moody, or nuts, or sane, or
emotional, or normal, or crazy, or…you get idea.
"[Adolescents] are capable of very strong emotions and very strong passions,
but their prefrontal cortex hasn't caught up with them yet. It's as though they
don't have the brakes that allow them to slow those emotions down," said
Charles Nelson, a child psychologist at the University of Minnesota. "The
more teachers and the more parents that understand that there is a
biological limitation to the child's ability to control and regulate emotion,
[the more] they might be able to back off a little and be a bit more
understanding."
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We put together a few pointers about how to work with your dancers and
their ever-evolving mood. [NOTE: A disclaimer would be inserted here, but
there simply is not enough paper to write how this is by no means an
exhaustive list of approaches. There is a distinct possibility that some or all
of these may work/not work with your dancer.]
•

Support your daughter, and encourage her to keep going when the
“going gets tough.” The toughest times are in January and February
during dance contest season and again during auditions.

•

Expect mood swings; especially during contest season when she works so
hard and there is so much to do. The girls get very tired and cranky!

•

Encourage your daughter to work as “part of the team”. A positive
attitude is contagious.

•

Encourage your daughter to be constructive and positive in her ideas
and suggestions; offer encouragement and support to team members.

•

If your daughter performs a solo, let her lead guide you
how to give her support. Sometimes she likes to be
left alone, while another may need her parents close
by.
A special tip for parents of girls who do solos: They
never start working on their solos as soon as we think they
should!!

•

Remember to listen before reacting. Sometimes your daughter just
needs to vent and ramble. Take time to listen and nod. Ask a few
questions and try not to be judgmental of the situation. Later, go back
and ask her about the situation. You may find out that she has
completely forgotten about it, or like often “it was no big deal.”

•

Educate your child about sleep. Tell her you're not trying to enforce a
curfew just to be annoying. As little as 40 minutes less sleep a night can
cause difficulties in school, including falling asleep in classes.
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Gear, Gear and More
Gear
Uniform Tips and Handy Stuff to have in a Drill Team Bag
The Silver Stars Drill Team Field Uniform
Uniforms - the skirts, body suits, sequin overlay and gauntlets - are called
“field uniforms”. These and any competition uniforms are owned by the
school AND they are very expensive!! Your daughter
is responsible for them while wearing them. If they
are damaged while in her possession, she will be
charged a replacement fee. To avoid mishaps, the
uniform will remain in the possession of the school at
all times. In other words, the field uniform is to never go home.
Wash dance team items by hand with a mild soap (NOT WOOLITE) and warm
water. Hang to dry. This makes the items last longer and they won’t lose
their color so quickly. Mrs. Nail can give you specific instructions on the
cleaning of certain items. If you have any doubt about cleaning any part of
the uniform, PLEASE ASK FIRST!!!!
Have your daughter put her name or initials with permanent marker on the
tag inside everything that you have purchased: shoes (both of them), tights,
leotards, t-shirts, sweatshirt, special undergarments, dance paws, and their
solo costume (if she is dancing a solo).
The school owns the field uniforms and team contest costumes, DO NOT
write in them.
Order extra tights and an extra pair of Dance Paws.
HINT: To become the greatest parent in the whole world, follow these steps:
1. Stash extra items away and don’t tell your daughter you have them.
2. Let her panic for a few moments because she can’t
find her bobby pins, her flesh tights, etc.
3. Take a deep breath; reveal the extra item and smile.
4. You are sure to receive a hug and a kiss.
5. Be sure to replace the item ASAP. Odds are it will be needed again.
NOTE: This does not guarantee that this same thing will not happen next
week... but be thankful for what you have today.
The field uniforms will stay at the school at all times. It is never to go home.
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The Silver Stars Drill Team Bag
It is an amazing multi-functional bag: part storage, snack bar, mobile closet,
trash bin, and black hole all rolled into one. You thought it was just
something else to purchase. During dance season - it contains your
daughter’s life.
Once in a while, take the time to see what’s inside. Look for those notes
about events and the deadlines she meant to give you. During your daughter’s
drill team life, this bag will go almost everywhere she goes with everything
she needs in it.
•

Have your Star empty out the bag completely at least once every six
weeks. A damp sponge can be used to clean dirt spots and wipe out the
pockets. After a few football games and contests these bags can get
more than a little stinky.

•

Essential items for the dance team bag: hair brush, Kleenex, feminine
products, deodorant, scented body spray, container of bobby pins,
safety pins, hair nets, drill team makeup, hair spray and perhaps an
easy snack like a granola or energy bar.

•

Several handy things to also keep in the dance team bag (these are all
optional): clear rain poncho, plastic bag or small towel to sit on during
football game if stands are wet, Band-Aids; bottled water, extra pair of
socks, extra pair of tights, and extra pair of gloves.

The Silver Stars Water Jug
Your daughter will be provided with a Silver Stars water jug. This is her
personal water jug. It will be insulated and should be with her at every
practice. It MUST be with her at every football game. If your dancer loses or
somehow manages to destroy the water jug, you will be charged a
replacement fee.
For football games, we suggest filling it with ice, and then with water.
Have a discussion with your dancer about the importance of drinking LOTS
(and we do mean LOTS) of water. Unless your daughter has been in a
summer sport where they practice outside in July, August, September, and
October in TEXAS, she will not realize how important and how much water
she will need to consume. She needs to hear it from you and she will
undoubtedly hear it in drill team.
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Seasons of the Silver Stars
The drill team year can be divided into three seasons: Football, Competition,
and Spring Show. Here is some valuable information to assist in your
understanding of how you can make the most of each season.
FOOTBALL SEASON
The first season is in the fall, aka football season! Your star will participate
in pre-game, and perform during the half-time show at home and away
varsity games. Just as important as the half-time performance is the Silver
Stars’ presence in the stands. They provide support to our Wildcat football
team the entire game. (You can locate a schedule at
www.TMHSSILVERSTARS.net under the Calendar page.)
There is a set protocol that the girls will follow on game day.
Preparing for the game
The Stars will remain at the high school after classes and prepare for
the game. They will do hair, makeup and get dressed in their team
room. If your daughter is not experienced doing her own hair and
make-up, we suggest that you practice with her at home. Hair and
make-up need to be done according to the Stars guidelines and not to
your taste. Mrs. Nail will instruct the girls how it is to be executed.
Don’t worry, the experienced members of the team are always happy to
lend a hand to the freshman to get them up to speed. It is actually a fun
part of their pre-game ritual!
Going to the game
The team will travel together by bus to ALL games. This allows the
director to know that she has her whole team and all of their gear with
her and ready to perform.
During the game
The Stars sit together as a team.
ATTN: Mom and Dad and other family members.
Silver Stars are not allowed to interact with parents,
friends or family members while in team formation
(sitting or standing) Please do not bring them food or
drinks. They will have their water jugs with them
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If you call them and wave, they will be able to smile and acknowledge
you. Let her see that you are there and supporting her, and then let
her do her thing. If you MUST communicate with your dancer, please
talk to Mrs. Nail.
Parent Section: We will have a Silver Star Parent section at every away
game. We encourage you to sit together to provide our girls a large
cheering section. Sharing a group effort of support will be great! Look
for the SS banner in the stands!
Performance
There are several times that your stars will be performing during the
game. They are:
•

Pregame – Our Stars will be on the field forming the victory lane
where the football team enters the field. While in this
formation, they perform to the TMHS fight song. All Stars will be
in this formation.

•

During Game – The Stars have several “stand routines” they will
perform throughout the game. The entire team will perform
these in their designated seat location.

•

Half-Time – The dance prepared for the half-time performance
will almost always be performed twice: once at a home game
and once at an away game. [Remember each Silver Star will tryout for each performance of the dance.]

After the game
For all home games, the Stars will ride together as a team from Tomball
ISD Stadium back to TMHS via school provided transportation. The team
will go to the team room, change out of their field uniforms and meet
their parents in the west parking lot. Exceptions will rarely be made
and must be cleared with the team director by 4:00 p.m. TUESDAY
before a game.
For away games, it is possible for your Star to ride home with you.
Again, clearance to not ride back on the team bus must be obtained by
4 p.m. of the Tuesday before game day.
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COMPETITION SEASON
Once the last down has been played, the last whistle blown, and the final
seconds tick off of the clock, competition season begins in earnest. It is VERY
different from football season. During football, you dancer has a new
number to perform every couple of weeks. Competition brings with it a
laser-like focus on three team numbers. These are learned, cleaned and
drilled into perfection. They focus their energies on doing what they can to
perfect these competition dances. Then, it is time to compete.
Competition is something that you just have to experience to understand.
However, here are a few insights that we trust will create more questions for
you. At least now you will know the questions to ask.
Our Informative (not necessarily funny) Top Ten List of Things I Knew
AFTER Contest Season that I Wish I had Known BEFORE.
10. People, people everywhere.
9. Can require extra practices. You just have to be flexible on this.
8. Since performances are spaced throughout the day, you can leave
and return. Your dancer cannot…but you can.
7. Today is not different from any other day in that you daughter will
ask you for money. It can be spent on lunch, snacks, drinks, and a
whole plethora of dance items, jewelry, hats, and t-shirts. There
can be vendors EVERYWHERE.
6. Go through your dancer’s checklist with her the night before. It is a
real pain to get the panicked-borderline-hysterical call that “I am
missing _____, and it is on my _______ in my room!!!”
5. Murphy’s Law is in full effect in that if you are running late, the
contest is running on time or early. If you are early, be prepared to
wait. Always be early.
4. The girls need to eat well during the day. Don’t let your dancer get
grumpy because they did not eat well.
3. Your dancer will travel TO the contest with the team…from
TMHS…early in the morning. They will LEAVE the contest with YOU.
2. GO to the contest. You won’t want to miss the opportunity to watch
you dancer perform! It really does mean a lot to her even though
she may act like it doesn’t. Oh and CHEER LOUDLY for the team.
And the number one thing I knew AFTER Contest Season that I Wish I
had Known BEFORE is…
1. Contest days are V E R Y long. They have been known to run from 7
a.m. to midnight.
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We will have a banner that we will take to away games and
competitions to not only show our support of the Silver Stars on the
field and the dance floor, but also a place for the SS parents to sit
together as a group.
**For competition season we will offer the opportunity to meet at a
specified location to travel to the competition. Sometimes locating
the school can be an adventure in itself!
SPRING SHOW “SEASON”
The culmination of the Silver Star year is the Spring Show. Your dancers will
be bringing it all together for this dance extravaganza! The show consists of
TMHS Silver Stars, dancers from the various TMHS dance classes (taught by
Mrs. Nail), junior high dance classes and other special guests.
The Silver Stars work very hard on this show. It showcases all of the blood,
sweat and tears shed throughout the entire season. There is an overall
theme with spectacular choreographed dances along with beautiful solos.
You won’t want to miss this unforgettable event and you will want to invite
all of your friends and family as well.
The overall focus after spring break is the Spring Show but there are other
activities that will follow. Auditions for new Silver Star members for the
upcoming year as well as officer tryouts also occurs in the spring. All current
Silver Stars are required to audition for a spot on the team for the next year.

How You Can Be Involved
The best way to know what is going on is to get involved. Silver Stars Booster
Club (SSBC) parents are one of the best and most dedicated parent groups at
Tomball Memorial High School. SSBC Moms and Dads are known to be
enthusiastic, fun, and an integral part of an organization that accomplishes a
lot in support of the drill team. Each parent is a vital and unique part of the
SSBC. We all have busy lives and you may think that you may not be able to
be that involved but there are many ways you can help. The first and most
important step is becoming a member of the SSBC and attend meetings to
stay up to date on upcoming events and opportunities to get involved. There
is a job and place for everyone. Everything from helping with costumes,
building props for competition season, selling tickets or concessions at the
Spring Show, or helping with banquet or Silver Ball planning. Parent
involvement is not only vital to the success of the SSBC but it is also an
incredible opportunity to be part of the success of the team.
Communication is vital among the dancers, families and director. Be sure to
keep a working email and current phone number with Mrs. Nail and the SSBC.
Also, be sure to follow the Silver Stars on social media.
•

Facebook -> TMHS Silver Stars Booster Club
Instagram -> TMHSSILVERSTARS

•
•

Twitter -> @ss_tmhs
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Social Media Responsibilities
While social media is a fun and wonderful tool for us all, we must also use
it responsibly. Maintaining a higher standard of conduct will also include
ensuring that Silver Stars’ websites are appropriate. The Internet is
worldwide, publicly accessible form of communication. Any
communication, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Snap Chat, etc.,
appearing on the Internet is public domain- even if it is marked private.
Silver Stars are responsible for their personal websites and postings, as
well as for postings on other students’ websites. The area of
appropriateness will include, but not limited to, language (abbreviated or
alluding to), pictures, suggestive poses, clothing, reference to alcohol,
drugs, and tobacco. Any question of appropriateness will be decided by
an administrator and Mrs. Nail.
Silver Stars Booster Club
The SSBC’s fundamental purpose is to be of support and service the Tomball
Memorial High School Silver Stars of the Tomball Independent School District.
We exist to provide the full measure of financial and support necessary to
realize the drill team Director’s vision for the Silver Stars. Therefore, we
work cooperatively with the Director in encouraging educational and artistic
high expectations set for the Silver Stars by their constitution, their Director
and themselves.
To become a member of the Silver Stars Booster Club, download the
membership form from the Booster page of the Silver Stars website. A basic
membership is only $50. With that you get a white car decal personalized
for your Star and provides voting membership into our service organization.
There are additional levels of membership with associated benefits as well.
Please find a copy of the membership form located at
www.TMHSSILVERSTARS.net. Download the form and send in your dues.
Please make checks payable to TMHS Silver Stars Booster Club.
Last but certainly not least, WE NEED YOU. All parents and supporters of the
Silver Stars are strongly encouraged to attend SSBC meetings. After all, it is
about supporting your daughter! Meetings dates will be announced at the
start of the academic year and posted on the calendar at
www.TMHSSILVERSTARS.net.
SSBC General Meetings are held at 7:00 pm

